Win a Garmin GPS! Eat steak at your next tailgate!
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Garmin • nüvi

Ever had the feeling that your had no idea where you were
going, but were getting there at record time? We can help you
navigate with a brand new Garmin GPS. Just find the hidden
picture of the guy that discovered the new www.lmcc.com
website. (See page 6) Give us his coordinates (Like B-17 or J-4).
Put your answer on the reply card inside and send it in for your
®
chance to win a brand new Garmin nüvi 200 GPS . Random
drawing of correct answers to be held on October 31, 2008. (If you
don’t win the Garmin, you might be one of two lucky Omaha
Steaks winners!)
Of course, there are the usual disclaimers like employees of
L&M Construction Chemicals can’t enter and that prizes may be
substituted. Good luck! And keep those cards and letters coming!
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They knew
too much to
hold it in
any longer...

The Most

Revealing
Issue Ever
From Greg Schwietz, who brought you other issues
James Vlcek, the writer who’s pen never dies, and
Jared McCarthy, the creative mind behind the madness

Congratulations to our previous winners! Garmin GPS Winner: Jim Lundquist, Integrus Architects, Spokane, WA
Omaha Steak Winners: Larry Holmes, Carroll Concrete, Alexandria, NH and Greg Nance, McComas Engineering, Carmel, IN
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• Gino Reyes as the man they came to with their problems.
• Phil Smith has seen it all and is ready to tell about it ... twice!!
• Mike Tucker as the man who helped them make it big in Dallas.
• Byron Hansen says “If you have to do it over, do it right.”

Featuring:

Ken Hover as he finally grants his blessings in a strange ritual.
And Introducing: Curt Meidling who wouldn’t settle for second best.
With
With Bill Butler telling you to forget the rules.
And
And in
in his
his first
first appearance
appearance here:
here: Bibi Nunez thrills the townsfolk!
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HOUSTON

The President’s
Corner
—Greg Schwietz, President,
L&M Construction Chemicals
Unbridled emotion! Intrigue! Uncontrollable passion! Yes, we
are talking about concrete here, folks. Tucked within the glossy
pages of this issue of L&M's Concrete News you will find all that
and more.
In the midst of a crazy, “interesting” year, one most notably
marked by hyper-rapid material increases and a constriction of the
construction market, I am reminded that L&M continues to benefit
greatly from its wide exposure to concrete construction projects
around the world and that we have much to share. With this issue,
our 8th year of publishing Concrete News, you will find what you
always come to expect: well written, practical articles from industry
experts on how to build better with concrete.
This issue highlights the important aspects of placing concrete
under different conditions: some relate to the environment in which
concrete is placed where the window of finishability is greatly
affected and some related to installer know-how and determination.
Thanks go to one of our favorite guest writers, Professor Ken
Hover, for an excellent article on how set time can be measured,
affected and managed, and to one of the premier concrete contractors
in the US, Curt Meidling, featured in our Contractor's Soapbox
column.
Another key area of finishability revolves around the increasing
demand for flat floors. With the introduction of the laser screed some
years ago by Somero, the bar was raised irreversibly, making flat and
super flat floors a more common occurrence. So, how do you know
if you are getting a flat floor? Phil Smith will answer that question
for you in this issue.
Joint patterns around column block outs don't have to be plain
anymore. Who said that diamonds were a contractor's best friend,
anyway? It turns out that pinwheels may be better. And, while we
are at it, let's make them less of a maintenance issue. A new
contributor, L&M's regional manager, Bill Butler, offers his view on
a new state-of-the-art way to layout joint patterns.
Thanks for reading. We hope you gain much from your short
time with these pages.

Best regards,

Greg Schwietz, President
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In Remembrance

Byron D. HANSON
DECEMBER 8, 1945 — September 10, 2008
ASTM, CDT,
Lead Technical Back-up, Professional Field Representative
Civil Engineering Technician
L&M Construction Chemicals, Inc. 1980-2008

Byron Hanson passed away September 10, 2008 due to
complications arising from his six month battle with lymphoma cancer.
Byron was the friendly voice you heard when you called L&M's
Technical Department. His depth of experience and unique
presentation of solutions helped companies with both large and
small projects.
Byron's positive, solution-orientated style and light-hearted
approach cut through the sometimes-serious problem solving nature of
the concrete business. His honest and direct method of communication
was refreshing and effective.
Byron served our customers since 1980. He was L&M's resident,
inside concrete expert. Customers relied on Byron when a problem
arose or technical assistance was needed.
Byron was active in the ASTM committee work and a long-time
member of his local ACI chapter. Byron quickly and professionally
helped thousands of concrete professionals solve many field problems.
Byron Hanson was a giant of a man; a man who loved his family
dearly; a loving caring friend who did much to improve this world of
ours through his caring and wise touch. We who were privileged to
know him well are possibly more blessed by his presence in our lives, but
as a consequence we will miss him all the more. Whether you knew him
for years or for minutes, he left a positive impression on you, and in
many ways you were a better person, concrete professional, or friend
because of it.
Byron will be missed by his co-workers, friends from the industry,
and his family. God speed.

Kris-Con: Robert Ojeda, Travis Nelson, Gino Reyes Jr.

Relationships, Problem Solving with L&M Products
Drive Kris-Con's Customer Base!
“When concrete contractors in the Houston area think of
concrete chemicals and repair products for their jobs…they go to
Kris-Con Distribution. And when they go to Kris-Con, they buy
the L&M line,” says L&M South Texas territory manager, Tom
Barber. He continued, “Kris-Con has carved out an important
niche in this ever-changing industry. They are the “go-to”
company for L&M's concrete repair products and its full line of
concrete curing compounds, floor hardeners and form
treatments.”
Over the years, Gino Reyes, general manager of Kris-Con,
has answered the phone many times and heard the plea, “Hey
man!…We've got a real concrete problem!” Reyes knows he can
now bail just about any concrete contractor out of a problem by
recommending the use of a specific L&M product. Reyes said,
“In the 21 years I've been in this business, I have come to rate
products by how consistently and effectively they work. I feel
that I can always count on L&M products to work…EVERY
TIME! I also like the fact that I can count on L&M for rapid
delivery, good technical service and that they stand behind their
products…and have done so by helping some of our end-users!”
With Kris-Con it's all about service, relationships and two
decades of “rescuing” concrete contractors out of whatever
problem they have poured themselves into!
Kris-Con is truly the “Good Guy” in this industry.
Barber added, “Kris-Con has quickly become one of L&M's
largest materials distribution outlets in the Texas area.

“Gino and company have carved-out a real niche business.
They have elevated the concrete material supply business to a
very high level of technical and service excellence and are well
known and highly respected in this area as the 'problem solvers.'
Anybody can push product…but Kris-Con has worked itself into
a high service-oriented category and are up there all by
themselves! They are the go-to guys in Houston.”
Gino had this to say about L&M’s technical presence in the
Houston market, “The L&M regional rep is always there where
and when we need him! I can't count the times he has pulled the
proverbial rabbit-out-of-the-hat for us, working with the
architects, engineers and contractors. In fact, recently Tom came
to our rescue on a big below-grade pour on a high-profile job
that went bad for one of our contractors. After consulting with
our customer and the technical folks at L&M headquarters, Tom
really saved the day for our customer by providing a low cost and
effective repair solution using their excellent Duracrete surface
repair product!”
In addition to carrying L&M's full line of products, Kris-Con
also owns Kris-Con Rentals, a full-line concrete and
construction equipment rental and sales company. Contact
Gino Reyes and the fine folks at Kris-Con at their Houston
office, phone 713-462-5470 or 800-259-1526.

L&M's fine South Texas representative, Tom Barber,
can be reached directly at 281-733-6131.

You will find more on Byron's final days at
www.caringbridge.org Enter password: byronhanson
www.lmcc.com
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Ironing out the wrinkles:
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TOOLS OF THE TRADE:
(Left) Screen Rail: Laser guided, lightweight,
temporary floating form does away with wet
screeds. Routinely produces FL-25 with the same
sized crew at the same production rate.
(Center) D-Meter: Inexpensive, user friendly, ASTM
compliant, Excel®-based, walking FF /FL /FE floor
profiler. (Also easily tests Fmin with profileograph
simulation upgrade.)
(Right) F-Meter: High-speed, user-friendly, ASTM
compliant, Excel®-based, rolling FF /FL /FE floor
profiler.
From The Allen Face Companies
www.allenface.com

The world may not be flat but concrete floors are becoming flatter, to the point of
becoming “super flat.”
The measurement of floor tolerances for “flatness” is being forced away from the era of
the ruler and 10 foot straightedge into the era of the computer. The old way of determining
floor flatness was accomplished by placing a 10 foot straightedge on the surface of the
concrete and then measuring the gaps between the straightedge and the concrete with a
ruler. The most common tolerance is “1/8 inch in 10 feet.”
Now there’s new technology that tosses the ruler and lets you measure floor flatness
with speed, precision, and incredible accuracy.

How flat and level
is your floor?
Today's flat floors
are found in more than ultrasophisticated warehouses using
unmanned forklifts, where the goods and
parts may be stacked on shelves 20 feet or higher.
Flatter and more level floors have been shown to be lower
maintenance and provide an improved operational surface for
many types of businesses. As a result, the demand for flatter
floors is being seen in many different types of projects, from
warehouses to retail store operations. This article provides you
with important fundamentals about how flat floors are achieved
and how they are measured.
To avoid the problems inherent with the old straightedge
approach, a rigorous new statistically-based system was
described by Allen Face in his 1985 Concrete International
article “Specification and Control of Concrete Floor Flatness.”
The birth of the F-number system was thus announced, and ACI
adopted it in 1989.

Those mysterious F-numbers
The F-number system addresses both floor flatness and floor
levelness. FF is the flatness number and defines the floor's
characteristic curvature over 24 inches. FL is the levelness
number and defines the floor's characteristic elevation difference
over 10 feet. Both F-numbers are computed from successive
point elevation measurements on 12 inch centers, and both
numbers extend from zero to infinity: the larger the number, the
more “flat” or “level” the floor. The system is perfectly linear so
that a FF 30 / FL 24 floor is exactly twice as flat and twice as level
as a FF 15 / FL 12 floor.

Don’t read this unless you’re a contractor

© 2008 L&M Construction Chemicals, Inc.

To avoid boundary problems, measurements are not taken
within 2 feet of construction joints or other full-depth
penetrations. To fairly gauge the installer's compliance with
contract tolerances, measurements must be taken within 72
hours after finishing. If I were a concrete contractor, I would

By Philip Smith
P.E., FACI, ASTM

want the measurements taken the same day and before the
curing compound is applied, since the floor will be its “flattest”
right after it has been finished. With ongoing moisture loss and
autogenous shrinkage, curling starts immediately and will
continue to worsen for as long as 2 years, with the F-numbers
decreasing accordingly.

Testing, Specifying, and Guides
Anyone specifying, installing or testing floors should be
familiar with the following references:
• ASTM E 1155: Standard test method for determining
floor flatness and levelness using the F-number
system;
• ACI 117: Standard specification for tolerances for
concrete construction and materials;
• ACI 302-8.15: Guide for concrete floor and slab
construction.
To guarantee proper specification preparation, a
comprehensive sample F-number specification has been
provided at www.allenface.com/sample_specs.php.
The sample elevation readings should be collected and
analyzed in accordance with ASTM E 1155. Basically, straight
measurement lines are placed uniformly across the entire test
section and are best oriented at a 45o angle to the longest
construction joint. Point elevations are then measured at 12 inch
intervals along each line. A minimum number of readings must
be collected according to the square footage being tested. For
areas less than 1,600 square feet, the minimum number of 10foot elevation difference readings must equal 2 times the square
root of the area. For areas greater than 1600 square feet, the
minimum number of 10-foot elevation difference readings must
equal the area divided by 30. From these data, the floor flatness
FF and floor levelness FL can be calculated.
In addition to authoring the system, Allen Face also designed
the three instruments most commonly used for F-number
testing: the Dipstick (1982), the F-Meter (1993), and the DMeter (2004).
continued on page 6>
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<flat floors, from page 5

The F-number system requires the specification of two
separate sets of F-numbers: Overall (OA) F-numbers and
Minimum Local (ML) F-numbers. Overall F-numbers apply
strictly to the entire project floor area and no sub-division
thereof. Minimum Local F-numbers apply strictly to the small
individual rectangles defined by the column and half-column
lines, or the construction and control joints, whichever is
smaller. The proper numeric relationship between these various
specified values is fixed:
OAFF/MLFF = OAFL/MLFL =
OAFF/OAFL = MLFF/MLFL = 5/3. If the OAFF is specified at 50,
for example, then the other values should be specified at MLFF
30, OAFL 30, and MLFL 18.

We apologize in advance
for redefining your
“Quality Time”.

Skill and equipment make the difference
Resulting floor flatness and levelness are obviously
determined by the skill of the concrete forming, placement and
finishing crews, as well as the quality of their equipment. The FL
is most affected by form quality and the method of strike-off.
Forms should be straight and sturdy to resist bowing and
warping. Placement is affected by the manner of screeding
(leveling) selected. Wet screeding without rails, is typically
capable of producing FL values no higher than 18. Screed rails
and vibratory screeds can achieve FL's in the mid to high 20s.
Laser screeds can reach the 40s or 50s.
In contrast, FF is most affected by the finishing operations.
Pan floating can increase the FF by 5 to 10 points, and restraightening the floor – especially after floating- with a longhandled straightedge can add 20 or more FF numbers.
Daily F-number testing is the most effective means available
for improving results, motivating the crew, and giving the owner
what he wants. In contrast, the failure to monitor floor flatness
daily results inevitably results in no learning, repeated
disappointment, and costly conflict.

More information online
For more information on F numbers and flat floor
measurement, please refer to Alan Face's article “Effective F
Number Specification” published in Concrete News, Winter
2005, It can be downloaded at www.lmcc.com, Concrete News
archives.

— Philip Smith, P.E., FACI, ASTM;
L&M Vice President, Technical Director, Resident Engineer
Phone: 800-362-3331, e-mail: philsmith@lmcc.com.

This is a text of your visual skill and manual dexterity.
Help the mouse find the cheese.

Go to places you’ve never seen and
learn how to do the impossible.
If your “quality time” is running a little short in the quality department,
it might be time for you to see things you’ve never seen, master a few skills
that you think are impossible, and poke around in one of the richest brain
trusts known to man. We’ll take you there. Free.
For instance, you can relive the time that S&J Electric had to replace
hundreds of specialized aviation lights at the Dallas-Fort Worth airport in
the middle of the night — without running water. Or how about standing
side-by-side at the installation of a 700,000 pound satellite dish that had
to withstand 125 mile winds that Vertex installed at a secret location?
L&M Construction Chemicals’ new website will take you there—and to
dozens of projects that have earned bragging rights around the world. But
that’s just the beginning.
Learn more about how to succeed and get free access to more
information than ever before.
Chances are, it will take you less than 5 minutes of quality time to
discover some of the secrets about concrete that you’ve wondered about
for years. But, we have to warn you, it can all be a bit addictive.
Nearly 500 pages of the best-of-the-best concrete information,
specifications, how-to articles, MSDS, project photos, and back-issues of
Concrete News are yours for the clicking at the New LMCC.com
Bigger, faster, fully searchable Concrete News archive: Now it’s a
cinch to find the best articles from the most respected names in concrete.
Expanded project gallery: See how the pros solve problems that haunt
architects, engineers, contractors, and building owners. Enhanced
product catalog: Clearly divided into usage categories with the complete
catalog accessible from any page on the site, providing basic information
and related downloads (MSDS and Tech Data sheets) Spanish product
catalog: Readily accessible. Find people: Improved US and International
Sales and Distributor Locator. The most comprehensive search function
ever: Search words and phrases for instant results across the entire site,
from articles to products, and technical data to installation guides.

See for yourself at www.lmcc.com
Discover a whole new world of concrete, absolutely free with
special bonus downloads and tools for concrete professionals.
Know more. Work smarter. Clip this reminder and keep it handy.
Then you can have more of that other quality time, too.

Concrete information should be this easy to find.
It is at the New, Improved L&M website!
Check it out now at www.lmcc.com
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Project
statistics

JimVlcek, Editor

ProjectProfile
Dallas Cowboys Stadium

Project: Dallas Cowboy Football Stadium
Project Type: Sports Stadium
Location: Arlington, Texas USA
General Contractor: Manhattan
Construction, Dallas, Texas
Architect: HKS, Dallas, Texas
Structural Engineer: Walter P Moore &
Assoc, Dallas, TX
Concrete Contractor: TXI Operations, LP,
Dallas, Texas
Consulting Architect: Cooper Robertson &
Partners, New York, NY
Contractor: Bencor Corporation of
America, Dallas, TX
Contractor (steel): Desert Steel, Irving,
Texas
General Contractor: 31 Construction,
Dallas, Texas
Grouting/Millwrights: Derr Steel Erectors
& GroutTech, Inc, Hurst, TX

Arlington, Texas

SPECIFICATIONS of INTEREST
Site Size: 135 Acres
Total Sq. Footage: 2.3 million
Project Est. Completion Date: June, 2009
Fixed Seating: 80,000 people
Total Capacity: 100,000 people
Total yds. Concrete: 200,000 cu. yds.
Total Reinforce. Steel: 21,000 tons
Size Moveable Roof: 661,000 sq. ft.
Ea. Mechanized Roof Panel: 63,000 sq. ft.
Ea. (2) Arched Roof Supports: 1224.5 ft.
long x17 ft x 35ft
Max. Roof Height: 292 ft.
Arched Truss Weight (ea.): 3,255 tons
Video Score Board Size: 20,000 sq. ft.
Grouts Used On Arch Footers: L&M
EPOGROUT 758
Total Epogrout 758 Used: 440 Cubic Feet
(880 units)

Epogrout 758
EPOGROUT 758 is a precision, flowable, epoxybased grout that produces high performance
strength and chemical inertness.
EPOGROUT 758 is scientifically formulated with a
high aggregate to resin ratio to provide high
strength while allowing easy flowable placement.
EPOGROUT 758 contains a carefully selected
combination of epoxy resins and aggregate fillers
which provides beneficial physical properties
such as, resistance to chemical and physical
degradation, resistance to creep, and excellent
adhesion to both steel and concrete. EPOGROUT
758's 100% epoxy resin base provides alignment
that is precise and permanent for equipment and
large baseplates. EPOGROUT 758 is unaffected by
oils, water, most chemicals, and develops rapid
strength gain to allow quick return of vital
equipment to service.
Features and Benefits
• Flowable for easy placement.
• Very low peak exotherm.
• Fast cure and high early strength.
• Low creep/high modulus of elasticity.
• Fast turnaround projects.
• High compressive strength.

L&M’s Epogrout 758 at the new
Dallas Cowboys Stadium

L&M's Epogrout 758 Supports Huge Arches
In New Dallas Cowboys Stadium
They say that the biggest things always come from
Texas! It may be true with the new Dallas Cowboys
stadium. When completed, it will be the largest stadium
in the NFL. The new stadium is scheduled for
completion in June, 2009.
Things have never looked more exciting for the local
citizens, fans, and building industry in the Dallas
metroplex. This stadium will be the nucleus of a 135acre mega complex that, along with the new stadium,
will eventually include a mix of 900,000 sq. ft. of retail,
150,000 sq. ft. of office space, as well as residential, hotel
and entertainment venues. The Dallas Arts District is
also set to expand its offerings for theater, dance and
performing arts in a new $275-million project in the
same general area.
L&M Construction Chemicals played an
important role in the building of this magnificent
stadium through the selection of its high performance,
epoxy-based grout, EPOGROUT 758, to support the
super-sized twin arches of the stadium.
To support the immense weight of the roof, four
enormous spread footer pads were poured with about

60-70 feet below grade and approximately 40 feet
showing above. These concrete support elements were
formed with a 72o angled top surface which provides a
firm foundation for the steel beams. Between this 40foot high concrete footer and the steel from the main
span arches, the high strength properties of
EPOGROUT 758 came into play by supporting the load
of the arched roof supports.
The main roof span arches are the “keystone”
architectural signature of the stadium's master designer,
HKS of Dallas. Engineering spec's called for an epoxybased grout formulated to meet the demanding project
requirements which included precision-grade, flowable
placement properties and 7-day cure compressive
strength properties of up to 14,000 psi or greater.
L&M's EPOGROUT 758 satisfied the demands of the
project.
You can track the day-by-day progress of this
remarkable project via live webcam at
www.ci.artlington.tx.us.
For more information about L&M's high
performance grouts or other concrete treatment
products, visit www.lmcc.com. To reach the L&M
regional sales manager in the Dallas area, call Mike
Tucker, at 214-415-6170.

Website designed and engineered by Cyberlaunch. www.cyberlaunch.net

www.lmcc.com
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By Jim Vlcek,
Editor in Chief
Jim has been the
Editor-In-Chief of
Concrete News since 2000

the
Contractor’s
Soapbox
Curt Meidling
Meidling Concrete, Inc.
Curt Meidling is one of America's top concrete contractors.
Curt's reputation for consistently producing quality concrete
construction is well deserved and has brought him a long list of
repeat clients and many positive testimonials in the industry.
Curt's specialty is floors, and his work with color and decorative
concrete make him one of the top experts in the nation.
Curt learned about working with concrete from his father, Ed
Meidling. Curt has taken Meidling Concrete's 55-year old
reputation to new levels via his experience with dyes, colored
shake-on hardeners, integral color, staining, and polishing.
Currently his company focuses its attention on commercial slab
placement with emphasis on specialty and decorative concrete.
Meidling Construction is a certified L&M FGS/PermaShine and
Seal Hard installer and a proponent of LEED certified building
specifications for concrete.
We hope Curt's answers to the following
questions will helpful in your understanding of
concrete and its many interesting properties and
placement options.
JV: How has your company survived in a
tough industry for such a long period?
CM: Ever since I was a kid, my father's
philosophy was always based upon two things:
Do quality work and always look to improve.
Doing quality work is the big one. There will
always be someone who will be cheaper. But if
you keep your quality high, you will always have
work. On the second item, our company has
always embraced the industry's new technology. I can remember
when my dad purchased one of the first curb & gutter machines
and line pumps. We were willing to try non-chloride accelerators
and plasticizers when our competitors wouldn't. It was the same
for riding trowels, vibrating screeds, and the laser screed. Today
it's even more important. The industry is advancing every year.
You have to keep up.
JV: How is the industry changing for you?
CM: I think the biggest change started some time ago with
the creation of the laser screed. But more recently, over the last 5
years, it has been in the decorative side. And I don't mean just
stamping and staining. The trend to use concrete as an interior
floor finish is huge. And it will only continue to increase as
options and techniques improve. It's been obvious with colored
concrete and polishing. These options weren't really there 3 to 5
years ago -- but look at them now.

JV: What do you think is driving it?
CM: A couple years ago most people thought a LEED was a
plant or insect. The whole “Green” concept started like a snowflake
and is becoming an avalanche. While cement's environmental
carbon footprint is considered high, once a concrete floor is
installed, it becomes an excellent heat sink, a low-maintenance,
extremely long lasting, and attractive flooring option. With the
environment constantly in the media, concrete is poised to be a key
element in Green building. I think we've seen this as more design
firms and owners are looking to get their projects LEED certified.
JV: What do you consider to be a key element to a
successful floor installation?
CM: It will always be quality. Technology is a wonderful thing.
But laser screeds and riding trowels aren't run by robots (at least not
yet). While these and other advancements have made our work
easier, we all still rely on good old fashion skill and hard work. I'm
not sure if concrete will ever be considered an easy job. The fact is
that almost everyone on a concrete crew can have a big positive or
detrimental effect on the floor's outcome. The challenge is to get
everyone working together and doing their part.
JV: And how do you do that?
CM: That's the million-dollar question. It's an ongoing process.
I think you need to educate your crews on techniques. We get them
involved and solicit their opinions. Sometimes you just need to let
them try things their way (to a limited extent, of course) and
compare outcomes the next day. I also think you have to be handson a lot of the time. Concrete is still hard work. If you're out there
with the crew, it helps to understand the complexity of the day.
Everyone knows wet concrete becomes dry
concrete. But every pour gets there differently.
JV: What's the biggest problem when
installing a decorative concrete floor?
CM: That's easy — the owner! Most clients
have misconceptions about decorative concrete. It
doesn't matter if it's integral color, dry shake, stain,
or polishing. Decorative concrete is still concrete.
It is not granite, paint, or vinyl. It will never be
100% perfect, everywhere or every time. I think a
lot of contractors screw up by overselling the client.
In our case, we always try to educate the client
before we start a project. Concrete is attractive
because of its variations and nuances. It has a very
organic appearance that nothing else provides.
Each project truly is one of a kind. Hmmm…..
Maybe we should start charging more.

“Technology is a
wonderful thing,
but...we all still rely
on good old-fashion
skill and hard work.”
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About Curt Meidling
Curt Meidling, President
Meidling Concrete, Inc.
Curt Meidling and his sister Fran took over operation of
the company when their father retired in 1995. Meidling
Concrete is a second-generation family business started in
Wyoming 55 years ago. The company currently specializes
in commercial slab placement with an emphasis on specialty
and decorative concrete.
Other specialties include architectural white concrete
slabs, dry shake hardeners, stamping, staining, and FGS/PermaShine polished concrete
floors. Curt and company are active members of ASCC, ACI, and Associated Builders &
Contractors (ABC).
Contact Information:
• Phone: 509-924-7180 • Email: curt@meidlingconcrete.com
• Web: www.meidlingconcrete.com.

Pro Tips

Improve the Look of Exposed Concrete Floors
with Pinwheel Joint Techniques
By Bill Butler
L&M Regional Sales Manager

Photo: FGS/PermaShine at Equinox Fitness, New York

Traditionally, support columns have been boxed out and the floor
poured up to the diamond shaped forms, then filled in at a later
date, isolating the two pours with expansion material.
This creates two problems: First, the curl of the surrounding
primary slabs causes the two surfaces to soon be of different heights
and 2) the isolation material is less than attractive.
To eliminate these problems, the pinwheel technique is now
frequently employed.
The pinwheel joint pattern is a
result of a specific form layout
where the concrete contractor
installs the forming materials on
alternating sides of the columns
and wraps the support with a
suitable bond breaker, such as
closed cell foam expansion
material. Saw cuts are then
Bulkheads (forms)
installed at the two alternate sides
of the column at an angle between
Posts / Columns
45 and 90 degrees. This creates a
Saw
Cuts
Re-Entrant
Re-Entrant
pinwheel effect around the joint
Corner
Corner
and eliminates the previously
mentioned negative impact of the
diamond method. As slab curling
“Increased attention is now being given to occurs, it goes unnoticed because it
constructing joints to actually increase the eye is uniform on all sides of the
Wall Sections
appeal of the floor, while eliminating the support. This method can be
employed regardless of the shape
negative aspects.”
of the column.
The other all-important rule is
Exposed cracks, curling, and unsightly diamond patterns around
to
honor
all
re-entrant
corners
using
these points as a starting point
support columns detract from the intended beauty of the design.
for
the
joint
layout
and
working
the
balance
of the pattern from that
Increased attention is now being given to constructing joints to
line. A re-entrant corner is any angle where the slab may have a
actually increase the eye appeal of the floor while eliminating the
corner to turn such as around a wall, trench drain, loading dock or
negative aspects.
other embedments. These corners create a stress rise in the slab and
There is no rule that says that joints must run parallel to the walls
are virtually guaranteed to crack if not addressed.
of the building! Laying out joints in a decorative manner or with
Joint filling should be scheduled at the latest possible moment in
closer spacing than the conventional ACI guidelines, enhances the
the
construction schedule to allow maximum curing and slab
look and feel of the exposed concrete surface while, at the same
shrinkage
to occur. Always re-saw joint wells prior to filling and
time, reducing the tendency for meandering cracks and curling from
remove all dust and contaminants. This will improve joint filler
excessively wide spacing. When these joints are filled with a suitable
bond to the concrete and ensure that future separation of the joint
joint filling material, the contrast and look of the floor is instantly
filler
material will be minimized.
improved.
Exposed concrete floors are becoming more and more
important in today's building designs. The “bare” or decorative
concrete floor can contribute to LEED points, as well as offer the
facility owner a low maintenance surface that will last for the life of
the structure.
Finished concrete floor aesthetics, therefore, become
increasingly more important in the overall layout of the exposed
surface.

Example of Pinwheel Joint Placement

Contractors and design professionals are encouraged to consider
these possibilities when laying out pour sequences and joint cutting.
One of the easiest improvements in proper construction techniques
can be to eliminate the “diamonds” around support columns.
www.lmcc.com

For more information about low-maintenance joint fillers,
please refer to www.lmcc.com or contact Bill Butler,
L&M Regional Sales Manager, at bbutler@lmcc.com or by
phone 920-450-2932.
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We often talk about
but the word means
different people, and
based on a different

Blessing
the Slab

“setting” of concrete,
different things to
each definition is
test method.

One of the most useful definitions of setting is in the context
of finishing concrete flatwork. A finisher knows that concrete
has reached “initial set” at about the time that standing on the
concrete leaves a bootprint only about ¼ inch deep. This is
about the time that you can begin the first machine-float pass. As
the concrete continues to stiffen, the finisher finally observes that
his or her boots only leave the slightest scuff on the concrete,
indicating “final setting.” Beyond final set it is difficult to smooth
out rough spots without sprinkling water on the surface and
working-it-in. When this ritual of the “blessing of the slab” is
successfully performed, the miracle of bringing apparently set
concrete back to life occurs because water has been forced inbetween cement particles, breaking their rapidly developing
bonds, and increasing porosity of the paste at the concrete
surface.
For an indoor slab to be covered with tile or carpet, getting
rid of bumps in the floor while gaining a somewhat softer, more
porous top surface may be an acceptable trade-off. For a bare
floor subjected to traffic and abrasion, or exposed to water,
deicing salts, and freezing weather, “blessing the slab” can be a
curse. To provide an appropriate and durable finish, work
beyond bull-floating shouldn't start until after the concrete has
reached “initial” set, and should be complete prior to the onset of
“final” set. ACI Committee 302 (Construction of Concrete
Floors) has named the time period between initial and final set as
the “Window of Finishability.”

Time the finishing. Time the curing.

hen this ritual of the
W“blessing
of the slab” is
successfully performed, the
miracle of bringing
apparently set concrete
back to life occurs...
Guest Author: Ken Hover, Ph.D., FACI

Just as the timing of finishing is dictated by setting, so is the
timing of curing. The concrete surface can be harmed, in some
cases, when a saturated wet cure, such as burlap or soaker hoses,
is applied to concrete that has not yet reached its final set. Water
applied forcefully to a green concrete surface can penetrate that
surface, damage the paste, and degrade the concrete. One can be
more aggressive in applying water to cure the concrete the
further along the concrete is in the setting process. There is a
danger, however, in waiting too long to apply a wet cure as the
peak rate of evaporative water loss occurs immediately after
finishing. This is where spray-applied curing compounds are
extremely valuable. They can be applied without walking on or
marring the freshly finished surface, and then can be followed-up
with a more substantive curing method a few hours later.

Cold weather and hot weather
Setting characteristics of concrete are so important that when
cold weather and lower concrete temperatures threaten to slow
down the rate of setting, set accelerators are added to the
concrete. (These are not the same as “anti-freeze agents.”)
When hot weather and warm concrete cause concrete to set
faster, “set retarders” are added to slow it down. While set
retarders in the right dosage can delay the time of initial set,
buying the finisher time to get-on the slab, retarders do not
always extend the length of the window of finishability. So
finishers might have to work just as hard and just as fast even
though the retarder allowed a delayed start of finishing
operations.

Setting is the result of hydration
What we call “setting” is the result of the hydration of
portland cement, producing microscopic mineral products that
link adjacent cement grains to each other, much the way Velcro
strips attach to each other. As hydration progresses, each cement
grain is bound more tightly to its neighbors, so that it becomes
more difficult for an outside force to deform the concrete. This
is why the depth of a finisher's footprint becomes shallower as
hydration proceeds. If we looked at it another way, we would
see that the pressure required to press a finisher's boot into the
concrete surface to a depth of ¼ inch gets greater with time.
We can extend this same principle by sticking, jabbing,
plunging, or dropping any number of objects onto cement paste,
mortar, or concrete and measuring either the resulting depth of
penetration, or measuring the force required to reach some predefined depth of penetration. Since cement hydration drives
concrete setting, it makes sense to measure setting characteristics
of the cement by itself. This is done by dropping Gilmore
needles (ASTM C 266) into a fresh cement paste and recording
the times at which needles of a specific size and weight penetrate
to a particular depth. (Figure 1)
Times to “initial” and to “final set” for cement are routinely
measured this way and are reported on cement mill test reports.
Figure 1:
ASTM C 266 Gillmore Needle
Setting Time test for cement paste
(Photo used with permission, PCA)

For testing mortar, larger probes are pushed to a depth of 1 inch
(ASTM C 403. (Figure 2)
When it takes a contact pressure of 500psi to embed the
needle to 1-inch depth we say the mortar has reached initial set.

Figure 2:
ASTM C 403 Mortar Setting test
(photo by author)

When it takes 4000 psi to do the same thing (100 lbs force on a
plunger with a 1/40 in2 contact area), we say the mortar has
reached final set.

Pick a test method
There are literally dozens of variations on these test methods.
A technician at the cement plant might observe that a particular
cement reached initial and final set in the ASTM C 191 Vicat
Needle test in 100 and 250 minutes, respectively, after mixing.
But if she used the ASTM C 266 Gillmore Needle test instead,
she might report 75 and 400 minutes for initial and final set. At
the concrete plant a quality control technician might mix that
same cement with water and sand to produce a mortar for which
the ASTM C 403 mortar setting test might show initial set at 6
hours (360 minutes) and final set at 7 hours (420 minutes).
Finally, on the real job site, the finisher foreman might observe
that concrete made with the same cement and same sand reached
initial set (when he started his float machines) at 3 hours (180
minutes) after batching, and final set was reached just one hour
later. We end up with at least three different versions of setting
continued on page 12>
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Figure 3:
Test device used to measure setting
in concrete. The pressure under the
plate simulates the pressure under a
finisher's boot.
(Abel & Hover, 2000) (photo by author)
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Figure 4: Setting of concrete is indicated by the hollow squares and diamonds,
while setting of mortar is indicated by the solid symbols. Initial set of concrete
occurs at a penetration resistance of 5 to 10 psi, and final set is often in the
range of 15 psi. it is obvious that concrete has already reached final set before
the mortar has reached initial set.
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Figure 5: Apparent truck-to-truck variation in setting time when measured vs.
time concrete was placed.
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Figure 6: Significant
reduction in truck-to-truck
variation in setting time
when measured vs. time
concrete was batched.
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FGS/Permashine and StoneCare of Texas
transform 14 year old Alamodome floor
from “Drabby” to Bright and Cheery

Good news
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times, differing by as much as 3 hours for time of final set!
An additional point of confusion is that ASTM C403 is
officially called, “Standard Test Method for Time of Setting of
Concrete Mixtures by Penetration Resistance.” But don't be
misled by the word “concrete” in the title. This test is performed
by first sieving-out the coarse aggregate from a sample of fresh
concrete, leaving a mortar that is tested for setting time. The
resulting value is then a mortar set time which can be different
from the concrete set time by a number of hours.

1

2
3
Hours After Batching
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The good news is that any factor that speeds-up or slowsdown setting will have a similar effect in cement paste, mortar,
and concrete. But, testing set time of the cement alone cannot
tell you about the influence of flyash, slag, silica fume,
superplasticizer or any other admixture. Neither can a mortar
setting test tell you about the effect of coarse aggregate, or the
drying and crusting effects of sunshine or wind. Lab tests can't
predict effects of variable field conditions, but neither can field
tests isolate the effects of various factors to enable you to
diagnose or solve a setting problem.

Field test method proposed
A field test of concrete setting has been proposed to ASTM for
evaluation. The test measures the force required to indent a steel
plate into concrete to a depth of ¼ inch. The plate is fabricated to
have the same contact area as a size 11-1/2 boot, an embedment
force of 100 lb. the pressure under the plate is about the same as
under the boot of a 200 lb. concrete finisher. (Figure 3) (Abel, Jon
D., Hover, K.C., “Field Study of the Setting Behavior of Fresh
Concrete,” Cement, Concrete, and Aggregates, Vol. 22, No. 2,
December 2000, pp. 95-102.) Figure 4 compares setting of
concrete vs. mortar, and it is clear that the concrete mixture “sets”
far sooner than the mortar sieved from the same concrete.
On one job the setting data in Figure 5 appeared to support the
contractor's complaint of variable set time over several
consecutive loads of concrete. However, the time scale in Figure 5
is based on time since concrete placement. When the same data
are plotted vs. actual batch time (Figure 6) all truckloads had
about the same setting behavior except for the first truck of the
day, carrying cooler concrete that set more slowly. Variable haul
time and truck time on-site prior to placing critically affect setting
time as judged by the finisher!

About the Author: Ken Hover, Professor of
Structural Engineering, Cornell University.
Earned Ph.D. at Cornell University. Faculty member in Cornell's
School of Civil & Environmental Engineering for 18 years,
teaching courses in reinforced concrete design, concrete
materials, and construction management. Research
concentrated in concrete durability and the impact of
construction operations on concrete quality. Earned the top
teaching awards at departmental, college, and university levels.
Appointed to rank of Full Professor in 1992. Undergraduate
Ken Hover, Ph.D., FACI
Dean of College of Engineering, 1996-1999.
Received ACI's National Educators Award (the Kelly Award) in 2001. ASCE Best Basic
Research Award, 1992.
Current member of ACI 305-Hot Weather, 308-Curing (Past Chairman), 309Consolidation, 318A-General Concrete and Construction, Elected to ACI Board of Directors,
1999. Chair of 308 Subcommittee for new “Guide to Curing Concrete.” Fellow since 1992.
Prepares and presents seminars and short courses nationally and internationally.
Developed Federal Highway's short courses on Concrete Materials and on Concrete Mix
Design and Proportioning. Rated top technical speaker at World of Concrete every year
since 1994.
Licensed Professional Engineer since 1974.
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at www.lmcc.com

After

Before

Unretouched photo shows dramatic
difference in floor before and after
FGS/PermaShine at the Alamodome

For facilities of many types, a new process on a tried and true flooring
material is paying off with maximized durability, minimized
maintenance, and an aesthetic “look” that draws accolades. That
flooring material, concrete, has performed underfoot for nearly two
centuries and is now emerging as a highly attractive, long-wearing, easyto-maintain, and affordable flooring option.
Today, structurally sound concrete floors, old or new, can be
smoothed, dry polished, hardened and densified (a process that
chemically alters the composition of the top wear surface). Polished
concrete floors do not require waxing, sealing, or frequent maintenance
other than simple mopping to maintain a highly polished, scuff-free
look. FGS/PermaShine can also include color dying of the surface wear
layer, can result in substantial savings in annual maintenance costs over
alternative flooring.

A floor that wears well—little maintenance
When the architectural firm Marmon Mok looked for a way to
revitalize the 102,000 square foot concrete floor on the plaza level of
the Alamodome, it consulted with StoneCare of Texas, of San Antonio.
They were looking for a flooring solution that would wear well and
require only minimal maintenance. This firm had designed the popular,
multipurpose, domed stadium some 14-years before and retained
responsibilities for overseeing all upgrades.
The facility, which hosts sporting events, such as the recent Final 4,
NCAA basketball championship, concerts, conventions, and trade
shows, can comfortably seat up to 65,000 and is expandable to over
72,000 seats. The plaza level floor which circles the perimeter of the
seating was showing signs of age and had many layers of wax over bare
concrete. Repeated waxing and painting over the years had darkened
www.lmcc.com

StoneCare of Texas restored old,
damaged floor to high gloss,
high traction finish.

the floor's appearance and was absorbing much of the natural
ambient lighting.

StoneCare of Texas had the solution:
FGS/PermaShine.
FGS/PermaShine offers a mechanical, dust-free, polishing floor
system that features an innovative diamond grind, dry polish, and
densifying process that involves minimal downtime. This feature alone
was attractive to the owners, as it enabled tight booking schedules to be
fit into short windows of opportunity between events while allowing
uninterrupted use of the dome.
The rejuvenation of the floor at the Alamodome took about eight
weeks with the installers averaging about 3,000 square feet per shift and
work proceeding around the circumference of the dome. There was no
interruption of daily operations, as the work was done during off hours
and finished floor areas were immediately accessible after treatment.
In addition to being attractive and durable, the resulting polished
concrete floor meets the NFSI (National Floor Safety Institute)
standards for certification as a “high traction” floor, retaining its safe
non-slip qualities under both dry and wet conditions. The floor also
complies with ADA and OSHA recommendations for interior floor
surfaces.
“Stadium management is very pleased with the degree of shine and
how well it reflects light and illuminates all the corridors. The
Alamodome floor used to look drabby. Now it is much brighter and
cheerier,” notes Bibi Nunez, project manager at Marmon Mok. Indeed,
consensus around San Antonio is that “the FGS/PermaShine floor is
beautiful. Everyone in the city is thrilled with it.”
September2008
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Different Terms. Same Problem.

Joint
Curl/Warp

Concrete Section 1

Curl/Warp

Flat Floor Surface
Before Curling

Concrete Section 2

Joint

Sub-Base
©2008 L&M Construction Chemicals, Inc.
In our industry, the terms “curling” and “warping” are used
interchangeably. ACI 116 defines “curling” as “the distortion of
an essentially linear or planar member into a curved shape, such
as the warping of a slab, due to differences in temperature or
moisture content in the zones adjacent to its opposite faces.”
The finite volume of hardened concrete is a function of its
temperature and moisture content. As concrete loses moisture,
the concrete will lose volume and cause it to shrink. As the
moisture content is increased, the concrete will increase in
volume, causing it to expand. As the temperature decreases, the
volume will decrease causing the concrete to shrink. As the
temperature rises, the volume will increase causing the concrete
to expand.
Other types of volume change, such as autogenous shrinkage
caused by the hydration of cement and expansion caused by the
formation of ettringite, do not affect curling. These types of
volume changes occur somewhat more uniformly throughout
the mass of the concrete.
Curling normally occurs at or near a joint. The bottom of the
concrete is moist while the top of the concrete has dried out. This
causes the top to lose volume and shrink and “curl up.”
If detected early enough, wetting the top surface of the
concrete can make the curled surface return to its original shape.
In most cases, however, the curled surface will have to be ground
flat, and the bottom surface void that was formed by the curling
action will have to be filled with a mortar or concrete.

An ounce of prevention...
The best fix for curling is prevention. Control excessive air
movement across the surface of the concrete. If the slab is outside
L&M ConcreteNews

Occasionally, we are called to
Question: repair
spalled and scaling
concrete on either new or old concrete placements. We've
tried mixing our own repair material, mostly “moose milk”
(acrylic latex) with Portland cement and fine sand and
have had some success, but not always. We are looking for a
more reliable way to repair eroded surfaces in concrete
work. Call backs are eating up our profits. Any suggestions?

Answer:

Void
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How to Repair Concrete
Spalling and Scaling

and exposed to the elements, erect wind screens. If the slab is
indoors, close the overhead doors and other large openings. Do
not allow a heater to blow hot air across the surface of freshly
placed concrete. During placement, use E-Con, an evaporation
reducer by L&M, to slow the moisture loss at the surface. The
benefits of a proper curing protocol cannot be overstated and are
critical.
It has been found that when concrete is placed over a well
compacted granular sub-base that has been moistened with water
well before the placement of concrete, curling is greatly reduced.

The bottom line
The bottom line is this: Surface deformation, whether you
call it curling or warping, does not have to happen if proper steps
are taken to protect the top surface from drying out faster than
the bottom part of the concrete.
There is a section in ACI 302.1R that discusses the causes and
cures of curling in greater detail than I can here. It can be found
online at www.concrete.org and a copy can be purchased for a
nominal amount. Also, please refer to the Fall 2004 issue of
Concrete News for an informative article by CTL's Scott Tarr,
entitled: “Interior Floors don't curl, but they do warp, and joints
suffer.” It can be found at www.lmcc.com. Look for it in the
Concrete News archives.

— Philip Smith, P.E., FACI, ASTM;
L&M Vice President, Technical Director, Resident Engineer
Phone: 800-362-3331, e-mail: philsmith@lmcc.com.

This is a very common need and the
a n s w e r i s a p ro d u c t n a m e d
DURACRETE. This product was a long time in development,
because everyone knows that a “half fast” repair failure causes
more dissatisfaction than the original complaint.
L&M's DURACRETE is a single component, dry polymerreinforced, cement based patching and re-surfacing mortar. This
product has been formulated to repair, slope or level, and to
resurface structurally sound interior or exterior concrete
surfaces that are pitted, worn, spalled or scaled. In addition, this
product can be “sculpted” to repair vertical and horizontal
concrete members, curbs, and deep voids.
The secret to DURACRETE's performance is twofold:
First: Duracrete is “strength matched” to normal concrete.
With over 45 years of experience, L&M has found that patching
materials which more closely match their compressive strength
to the strength of the concrete substrate adhere better and last
longer. In other words, high compressive strength repair
materials are generally not better.
Second: Duracrete contains a technologically advanced,
dried polymer, reinforcing and bonding component. At the
same time, DURACRETE reduces waste, simplifies installation,
and ensures outstanding freeze-thaw durability in colder
climates. This particular polymer is key to your search. Once this
product is properly bonded to the base concrete, it stays there.
Picture in your mind a scaled driveway surface. The
DURACRETE repair approach would be to power-wash the
entire driveway with a high-pressure water blaster and
selectively apply L&M CITREX de-greaser liquid to any oil
stains. Allow the standing water to dissipate, yet maintain a damp
surface. Fill in all prepared spalls, voids, and scaled areas with a
stiff, mortar-like consistency of DURACRETE. Allow to harden
for an hour or so.

After setting for a few hours, broom a thick coat of semiself-leveling DURACRETE, prepared to a slurry consistency,
similar to thick buttermilk over the entire area. At this time,
your crew can broom, trowel, or even texture the surface with
stamping or geometric shapes. Application thickness can range
from very thin to many inches thick.
DURACRETE is available in a standard portland cement
gray color or in white, which comes job-site ready to accept
pigment. Re-build curbs or smooth out dips in gutters with

www.lmcc.com

Duracrete has been formulated to repair, slope or level, and to
resurface structurally sound interior or exterior concrete
surfaces that are pitted, worn, spalled or scaled.

L&M DURACRETE. Your crew will soon become masters at
repair with DURACRETE
Your “call back” will turn into a nice encounter for your
company and the property owner at the same time. Please call
your L&M representative for more details on L&M
DURACRETE and its almost unlimited repair uses.
Thanks for asking!

Byron

Byron Hanson
1945-2008

Byron D. Hanson ASTM, CDT,
Lead Technical Back-up,
Professional Field Representative
Civil Engineering Technician
L&M Construction Chemicals, Inc.

Have a question?
You can reach us by calling L&M at
800-362-3331 or e-mail info@lmcc.com
You’ll find more pearls of
wisdom at www.lmcc.com
Just click Questions & Answers
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